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Abstract
The property of spatial mixing and strong spatial mixing in spin systems has been of
interest because of its implications on uniqueness of Gibbs measures on infinite graphs and
efficient approximation of counting problems that are otherwise known to be #P hard.
In the context of coloring, strong spatial mixing has been established for regular trees in
[GS11] when q ≥ α∗∆+ 1 where q the number of colors, ∆ is the degree and α∗ = 1.763..
is the unique solution to xe−1/x = 1. It has also been established in [GMP05] for bounded
degree lattice graphs whenever q ≥ α∗∆−β for some constant β, where ∆ is the maximum
vertex degree of the graph. The latter uses a technique based on recursively constructed
coupling of Markov chains whereas the former is based on establishing decay of correlations
on the tree. We establish strong spatial mixing of list colorings on arbitrary bounded degree
triangle-free graphs whenever the size of the list of each vertex v is at least α∆(v)+β where
∆(v) is the degree of vertex v and α > α∗ and β is a constant that only depends on α.
We do this by proving the decay of correlations via recursive contraction of the distance
between the marginals measured with respect to a suitably chosen error function.
1 Introduction
In this paper we study the problem of list colorings of a graph. We explore the strong spatial
mixing property of list colorings on triangle-free graphs which pertains to exponential decay
of boundary effects when the list coloring is generated uniformly at random conditioned on
the coloring of the boundary. This means fixing the color of vertices far away from a vertex
v has negligible impact (exponentially decaying correlations) on the probability of v being
colored with a certain color in its list. A related but weaker notion is weak spatial mixing.
Strong spatial mixing is stronger than weak spatial mixing because it requires exponential
decay of boundary effects even when some of the vertices near v are conditioned to have
fixed colors.
Jonasson in [Jon02] showed weak spatial mixing on regular trees of any degree ∆ when-
ever the number of colors q is greater than or equal to ∆+1. However the weakest conditions
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for which strong spatial mixing on trees has been established thus far is by Ge and Ste-
fankovic [GS11] for q ≥ α∗∆+ 1 where α∗ = 1.763.. is the unique solution to xe−1/x = 1.
For lattice graphs (or more generally triangle-free amenable graphs) strong spatial mixing
was established by Goldberg, Martin and Paterson in [GMP05] for q ≥ α∗∆− β for a fixed
constant β. In fact their result also holds when the setting is generalized to the list coloring
problem. In this paper we generalize these results under a mildly stronger condition by
establishing strong spatial mixing of list colorings on arbitrary bounded degree triangle free
graphs whenever the size of the list of each vertex v is at least α∆(v) + β, where ∆(v) is
the degree of v, α satisfies α > α∗ and β is a constant that only depends on α.
The notion of spatial mixing is closely connected to the uniqueness of the infinite volume
Gibbs measure on the spin system defined by the list coloring problem. In fact weak
spatial mixing is a sufficient condition for there to be a unique Gibbs measure. Strong
spatial mixing is also closely related to the problem of approximately counting the number
of valid colorings of a graph which is the partition function of the Gibbs measure. For
amenable graphs strong spatial mixing also implies rapid mixing of Glauber dynamics which
leads to efficient randomized approximation algorithms for computing the total number
of valid colorings of a graph, e.g. in [Jer95], [HV05], [Vig00], [Mol04] etc. The decay
of correlations property similar to strong spatial mixing has also been shown to lead to
deterministic FPTAS (Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme) for computing the
partition function of the Gibbs measure. This technique was introduced by Bandyopadhyay
and Gamarnik in [BG08] (conference version in SODA’06) and Weitz in [Wei06] and has
been subsequently employed by Gamarnik and Katz [GK12] for the list coloring problem.
Since decay of correlations implies the uniqueness of Gibbs measure on regular trees and
regular trees represent maximal growth of the size of the neighborhood for a given degree,
it is a general conjecture that efficient approximability of the counting problem coincides
with the uniqueness of Gibbs measure on regular trees. More precisely the conjecture states
that an FPTAS for counting colorings exists for any arbitrary graph whenever q ≥ ∆+ 2.
We are still very far from proving this conjecture or even establishing strong spatial mixing
under this condition.
The setup of this paper is similar to [GK12] . In [GK12] it was shown that the logarithm
of the ratio of the marginals induced by the two different boundary conditions contract
in ℓ∞ norm as we move away from the boundary whenever |L(v)| ≥ α∆(v) + β where
α > α∗∗ ≈ 2.78.. and β is a constant that only depends on α. In this paper we measure the
distance with respect to a conveniently chosen error function which allows us to tighten the
contraction argument and relax the required condition to α > α∗ ≈ 1.76... This also means
that the Gibbs measure on such graphs is unique. However unlike [GK12] the result of this
paper does not directly lead to an FPTAS for counting colorings. We give more details
about this later in the paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notation,
basic definitions and preliminary concepts. Also in this section we provide the statement of
our main result and discuss in detail its implications and connections to previous results.
In Section 3 we establish some preliminary technical results. In Section 4 we prove the
main result of this paper. We end the paper with some concluding remarks and discuss
directions for future research.
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2 Definitions and Main Result
We denote by G = (V, E) an infinite graph with the set of vertices and edges given by V
and E . For a fixed vertex v ∈ V we denote by ∆(v) the degree of v and by ∆ the maximum
degree of the graph, i.e. ∆ = maxv∈V ∆(v) <∞. The distance between two vertices v1 and
v2 in V is denoted by d(v1, v2) which might be infinite if v1 and v2 belong to two different
connected components of G. For two finite subsets of vertices Ψ1 ⊂ V and Ψ2 ⊂ V, the
distance between them is defined as d(Ψ1,Ψ2) = min{d(v1, v2) : v1 ∈ Ψ1, v2 ∈ Ψ2}. We
assume {1, 2, . . . , q} to be the set of all colors. Each vertex v ∈ V is associated with a finite
list of colors L(v) ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , q} and L = (L(v) : v ∈ V) is the sequence of lists. The
total variational distance between two discrete measures µ1 and µ2 on a finite or countable
sample space Ω is given by ||µ1−µ2|| and is defined as ||µ1−µ2|| =
∑
ω∈Ω |µ1(ω)−µ2(ω)|.
A valid list coloring C of G is an assignment to each vertex v ∈ V, a color c(v) ∈ L(v)
such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. A measure µ on the set of all valid
colorings of an infinite graph G is called an infinite volume Gibbs measure with the uniform
specification if, for any finite region Ψ ⊆ G, the distribution induced on Ψ by µ conditioned
on any coloring C of the vertices V\Ψ is the uniform conditional distribution on the set of
all valid colorings of Ψ. We denote this distribution by µCΨ. For any finite subset Ψ ⊂ G,
let ∂Ψ denote the boundary of Ψ, i.e. the set of vertices which are adjacent to some vertex
in Ψ but are not a part of Ψ.
Definition 1. The infinite volume Gibbs measure µ on G is said to have strong spatial
mixing (with exponentially decaying correlations) if there exists positive constants A and
θ such that for any finite region Ψ ⊂ G, any two colorings C1, C2 (where ’free’ vertices, i.e.
vertices to which no color has been assigned, are also allowed) of V\Ψ which differ only on
a subset W ⊂ ∂Ψ, and any subset Λ ⊆ Ψ,
||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ ≤ A|Λ|e
−θd(Λ,W ). (1)
Here ||µC1Ψ −µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ denotes the total variational distance between the two distributions µ
C1
Ψ
and µC2Ψ restricted to the set Λ.
We have used the definition of strong spatial mixing from Weitz’s PhD thesis [Wei04].
As mentioned in [Wei04], this definition of strong spatial mixing is appropriate for general
graphs. A similar definition is used in [GMP05], where the set W of disagreement was
restricted to be a single vertex. This definition is more relevant in the context of lattice
graphs (or more generally amenable graphs), where the neighborhood of a vertex grows
slowly with distance from the vertex. In that context, the definition involving one vertex
disagreement and the one we have adopted are essentially the same.
Let α∗ = 1.76.. be the unique root of the equation
xe−
1
x = 1.
For our purposes we will assume that the graph list pair (G,L) satisfies the following.
Assumption 1. The graph G is triangle-free. The size of the list of each vertex v satisfies
|L(v)| ≥ α∆(v) + β. (2)
for some constant α > α∗ and β = β(α) ≥
√
2√
2−1 is such that
(1− 1/β)αe−
1
α
(1+1/β) > 1.
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Using the above assumption we now state our main result.
Theorem 1. Suppose Assumption 1 holds for the graph list pair (G,L). Then the Gibbs
measure with the uniform specification on (G,L) satisfies strong spatial mixing with expo-
nentially decaying correlations.
We establish some useful technical results in the next section before presenting the
details of the proof in Section (4).
3 Preliminary technical results
The following theorem establishes strong spatial mixing for the special case when Λ consists
of a single vertex.
Theorem 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds for the graph list pair (G,L). Then there exists
positive constants B and γ such that given any finite region Ψ ⊂ G, any two colorings C1, C2
of V\Ψ which differ only on a subset W ⊆ ∂Ψ, and any vertex v ∈ Ψ and color j ∈ L(v),
(1− ǫ) ≤
P(c(v) = j|C1)
P(c(v) = j|C2)
≤ (1 + ǫ) (3)
where ǫ = Be−γd(v,W )
We will now show that Theorem 1 follows from Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. To prove this, we use induction on the size of the subset Λ. The base
case with |Λ| = 1 is equivalent to the statement of Theorem 2. Assume that the statement
of Theorem 1 is true whenever |Λ| ≤ t for some integer t ≥ 1. We will use this to prove
that the statement holds when |Λ| = t + 1. Let the vertices in Λ be v1, v2, . . . , vt+1. Let
vk = (v1, . . . , vk) and Jk = (j1, . . . , jk) where ji ∈ L(vi), 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Also let c(vk) =
(c(v1), c(v2), . . . , c(vk)) denote the coloring of the vertecies v1, v2, . . . , vk.
P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C1) =P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C1)
≤(1 + ǫ)P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2).
The inequality in the last statement follows from Theorem 2. This gives
P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C1)−P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C2)
≤(1 + ǫ)P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
−P(c(vt) = Jt|C2)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
=ǫP(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
+P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2){P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)−P(c(vt) = Jt|C2)}
Similarly
P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C1)−P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C2)
≥− ǫP(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
+P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2){P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)−P(c(vt) = Jt|C2)}
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Combining the above, we get
|P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C1)−P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C2)|
≤ǫP(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
+P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2) |{P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)−P(c(vt) = Jt|C2)}|
We can now bound the total variational distance ||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ as follows.∑
ji∈L(vi), 1≤i≤t+1
|P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C1)−P(c(vt+1) = Jt+1|C2)|
≤
∑
ji∈L(vi), 1≤i≤t+1
ǫP(c(vt) = Jt|C1)P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2)
+
∑
ji∈L(vi), 1≤i≤t+1
P(c(vt+1 = jt+1)|c(vt) = Jt, C2) |{P(c(vt) = Jt|C1)−P(c(vt) = Jt|C2)}|
≤ǫ+ ||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ\vt+1
≤(t+ 1)ǫ.
where the last statement follows from the induction hypothesis. This completes the induc-
tion argument.
So, in order to establish Theorem 1, it is enough to show that Theorem 2 is true. We
claim that Theorem 2 follows from the theorem below which establishes weak spatial mixing
whenever Assumption 1 holds. In other words under Assumption 1, strong spatial mixing
of list colorings for marginals of a single vertex holds whenever weak spatial mixing holds.
In fact G need not be triangle-free for this implication to be true as will be clear from the
proof below.
Theorem 3. Suppose Assumption 1 holds for the graph list pair (G,L).Then there exist
positive constants B and γ such that given any finite region Ψ ⊂ G, any two colorings C1, C2
of V\Ψ,
(1− ǫ) ≤
P(c(v) = j|C1)
P(c(v) = j|C2)
≤ (1 + ǫ) (4)
where ǫ = Be−γd(v,∂Ψ).
We first show how Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider two colorings C1, C2 of the boundary ∂Ψ of Ψ which differ
only on a subset W ⊆ ∂Ψ as in the statement of Theorem 2. Let d = d(v,W ). We first
construct a new graph list pair (G′,L′) from (G,L). Here G′ is obtained from G by deleting
all vertices in ∂Ψ which are at a distance less than d from v. Notice that for all such
vertices C1 and C2 agree. Whenever a vertex u is deleted from G, remove from the lists
of the neighbors of u the color c(u) which is the color of u under both C1 and C2. This
defines the new list L′. In this process, whenever a vertex u loses a color in its list it also
loses one of its edges. Also for α > α∗ > 1, we have |L(v)| − 1 ≥ α(∆(v)− 1) + β whenever
|L(v)| ≥ α∆(v) + β. Therefore, the new graph list pair (G′,L′) also satisfies Assumption 1.
Define the region Ψ′ ⊂ G′ as the ball of radius (d− 1) centered at v. Let D1 and D2 be two
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colorings of (Ψ′)c which agree with C1 and C2 respectively. From the way in which G′,L′
is constructed we have
PG,L(c(v) = j|Ci) = PG′,L′(c(v) = j|Di) for i = 1, 2. (5)
where PG,L(E) denotes the probability of the event E in the graph list pair (G,L). If V ′ is
the set of all vertices of G′, then D1 and D2 assign colors only to vertices in V ′\Ψ′. So we
can apply Theorem 3 for the region Ψ′ and the proof is complete.
So it is sufficient to prove Theorem 3 which we defer till section (4). We use the rest of
this section to discuss some implications of our result and connections between our result
and previous established results for strong spatial mixing for coloring of graphs.
The statement in Lemma 3 is what is referred to as weak spatial mixing [Wei04]. In
general weak spatial mixing is a weaker condition and does not imply strong spatial mixing.
This is indeed the case when we consider the coloring problem of a graph G by q colors,
i.e. the case when the lists L(v) are the same for all v ∈ V. However, interestingly, as the
above argument shows, for the case of list coloring strong spatial mixing follows from weak
spatial mixing when the graph list pair satisfies Assumption 1.
We observed that the strong spatial mixing result for amenable graphs in [GMP05]
also extends to the case of list colorings. Indeed the proof technique only requires a local
condition similar to that in Assumption 1 that we have adopted as opposed to a global
condition like q ≥ α∆+ β. Also in [GMP05], the factor |Λ| in the definition (1) was shown
to be not necessary which makes their statement stronger. We show that this stronger
statement is also implied by our result. In particular, assuming Theorem 2 is true, we
prove the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Suppose the graph list pair (G,L) satisfies Assumption 1. Then there exists
positive constants A and θ such that given any finite region Ψ ⊂ G, any two colorings C1, C2
of the boundary ∂Ψ of Ψ which differ at only one point f ∈ ∂Ψ, and any subset Λ ⊆ Ψ,
||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ ≤ Ae
−θd(Λ,f). (6)
Proof. Let the color of f be j1 in C1 and j2 in C2. Let C(Λ) be the set of all possible
colorings of the set Λ.
||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ =
∑
σ∈C(Λ)
|P(σ|c(f) = j1)−P(σ|c(f) = j2)|
=
∑
σ∈C(Λ)
∣∣∣∣P(c(f) = j1|σ)P(c(f) = j1) P(σ) −
P(c(f) = j2|σ)
P(c(f) = j2)
P(σ)
∣∣∣∣
For any j ∈ L(f), using Theorem 2 we have for ǫ = Ae−θd(Λ,f),
P(c(f) = j|σ)
P(c(f) = j)
=
P(c(f) = j|σ)∑
σ′∈C(Λ)P(c(f) = j|σ′)P(σ′)
=
∑
σ′∈C(Λ)P(c(f) = j|σ)P(σ
′)∑
σ′∈C(Λ)P(c(f) = j|σ′)P(σ′)
≤
∑
σ′∈C(Λ)P(c(f) = j|σ
′)(1 + ǫ)P(σ′)∑
σ′∈C(Λ)P(c(f) = j|σ′)P(σ′)
= 1 + ǫ.
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Similarly we can also prove for any j ∈ L(f)
P(c(f) = j|σ)
P(c(f) = j)
≥ 1− ǫ.
Therefore,
||µC1Ψ − µ
C2
Ψ ||Λ ≤
∑
σ∈C(Λ)
|(1 + ǫ)− (1− ǫ)|P(σ) = 2ǫ.
The notion of strong spatial mixing we have adopted also implies the uniqueness of
Gibbs measure on the spin system described by the list coloring problem. In fact Weak
Spatial Mixing described in Theorem 3 is sufficient for the uniqueness of Gibbs measure
(see Theorem 2.2 and the discussion following Definition 2.3 in [Wei04]). We summarize
this in the corollary that follows.
Corollary 2. Suppose the graph list pair G,L satisfy Assumption 1. Then the infinite
volume Gibbs measure on the list colorings of G is unique.
4 Proof of Theorem 3
Let v ∈ V be a fixed vertex of G. Let m = ∆(v) denote the degree of v and let v1, v2, . . . , vm
be the neighbors of v. The statement of the theorem is trivial if m = 0 (v is an isolated
vertex). Let qv = |L(v)| and qvi = |L(vi)|. Also let Gv be the graph obtained from G
by deleting the vertex v. We begin by proving two useful recursions on the marginal
probabilities in the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let j1, j2 ∈ L(v). Let Li,j1,j2 denote the list associated with graph Gv which is
obtained from L by removing the color j1 from the lists L(vk) for k < i and removing the
color j2 from the lists L(vk) for k > i (if any of these lists do not contain the respective
color then no change is made to them). Then we have
PG,L(c(v) = j1)
PG,L(c(v) = j2)
=
m∏
i=1
1−PGv,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j1)
1−PGv,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j2)
Proof. Let ZG,L(M) denote the number of colorings of a finite graph G with the condition
M satisfied. For example, ZG,L(c(v) = j) denotes the number of valid colorings of G when
the color of v is fixed to be j ∈ L(v). We use a telescoping product argument to prove the
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lemma:
PG,L(c(v) = j1)
PG,L(c(v) = j2)
=
ZG,L(c(v) = j1)
ZG,L(c(v) = j2)
=
ZGv,L(c(vi) 6= j1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
ZGv,L(c(vi) 6= j2, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
=
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= j1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= j2, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
=
m∏
i=1
PGv,L(c(vk) 6= j1, 1 ≤ k ≤ i, c(vk) 6= j2, i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m)
PGv,L(c(vk) 6= j1, 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1, c(vk) 6= j2, i ≤ k ≤ m)
=
m∏
i=1
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= j1 |c(vk) 6= j1, 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1, c(vk) 6= j2, i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m)
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= j2 |c(vk) 6= j1, 1 ≤ k ≤ i− 1, c(vk) 6= j2, i+ 1 ≤ k ≤ m)
=
m∏
i=1
1−PGv,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j1)
1−PGv,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j2)
.
The following lemma was proved in [GK12]. We provide the proof here for completeness.
Lemma 2. Let j ∈ L(v). Let Li,j denote the list associated with the graph Gv which is
obtained from L by removing the color j (if it exists) from the list L(vk) for k < i. Then
we have
PG,L(c(v) = j) =
∏m
i=1
(
1−PGv,Li,j(c(vi) = j)
)
∑
k∈L(v)
∏m
i=1
(
1−PGv,Li,k(c(vi) = k)
) .
Proof.
PG,L(c(v) = j) =
ZG,L(c(v) = j)∑
k∈L(v) ZG,L(c(v) = k)
=
ZGv,L(c(vi) 6= j, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)∑
k∈L(v) ZGv,L(c(vi) 6= k, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
=
PGv ,L(c(vi) 6= j, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)∑
k∈L(v)PGv ,L(c(vi) 6= k, 1 ≤ i ≤ m)
(7)
Now for any k ∈ L(v),
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= k, 1 ≤ i ≤ m) = PGv,L(c(v1) 6= k)
m∏
i=2
PGv,L(c(vi) 6= k|c(vl) 6= k, 1 ≤ l ≤ k − 1).
=
m∏
i=1
PGv ,Li,k(c(vi) 6= k).
Substituting this into (7) completes the proof of the lemma.
Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 3, we first establish upper and lower bounds
on the marginal probabilities associated with vertex v.
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Lemma 3. For every j ∈ L(v) and for l = 1, 2 the following bounds hold.
P(c(v) = j|Cl) ≤ 1/β. (8)
P(c(v) = j|Cl) ≤
(
mαe−
1
α
(1+1/β)
)−1
(9)
P(c(v) = j|Cl) ≥ q
−1(1− 1/β)∆. (10)
Proof. These bounds were proved in [GK12] with a different constant, i.e. α > α∗∗ ≈ 2.84.
Here we prove the bound when Assumption 1 holds. In this proof we assume l = 1. The
case l = 2 follows by an identical argument. Let C denote the set of all possible colorings
of the children v1, . . . , vm of v. Note that for any c ∈ C, P(c(v) = j|c) ≤
1
|L(v)|−∆(v) ≤ 1/β.
and (8) follows.
To prove (9) we will show that for every coloring of the neighbors of the neighbors of
v, the bound is satisfied. So, first fix a coloring c of the vertices at distance two from v.
Conditioned on this coloring, define for j ∈ L(v) the marginal
tij = PGv ,Li,j(c(vi) = j|c).
Note that by (8) we have tij ≤ 1/β. Because G is triangle-free, there are no edges between
the neighbors of v and once we condition on c, we have
PGv,Li,j(c(vi) = j|c) = PGv,L(c(vi) = j|c).
So we obtain ∑
j∈L(v)
tij =
∑
j∈L(v)⋂L(vi)
PGv,L(c(vi) = j|c) ≤ 1. (11)
From Lemma 2 we have
P(c(v) = j|C1) =
∏m
i=1 (1− tij)∑
k∈L(v)
∏m
i=1 (1− tik)
≤
1∑
k∈L(v)
∏m
i=1 (1− tik)
. (12)
Using Taylor expansion for log(1− x), we obtain
m∏
i=1
(1− tik) =
m∏
i=1
elog(1−tik) =
m∏
i=1
e
−tik− 12(1−θik)2 t
2
ik .
where 0 ≤ θik ≤ tik. So θik satisfies (1− θik)
2 ≥ (1− 1/β)2 ≥ 1/2 by Assumption 1. Thus,
we obtain
m∏
i=1
(1− tik) ≥
m∏
i=1
e−(1+1/β)tik = e−(1+1/β)
∑m
i=1 tik
Using the fact that arithmetic mean is greater than geometric mean and using (11), we get
∑
k∈L(v)
m∏
i=1
(1− tik) ≥ qv

 ∏
k∈L(v)
m∏
i=1
(1− tik)


1/qv
≥ qvexp

−q−1v (1 + 1/β) m∑
i=1
∑
k∈L(v)
ti,k


≥ (αm+ β)e−(1+1/β)
m
αm+β
≥ αme−(1+1/β)
1
α .
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Combining with (12) the proof of (9) is now complete.
From (8) we have
∏m
i=1(1−tij) ≥ (1−1/β)
m ≥ (1−1/β)∆. Also
∑
k∈L(v)
∏m
i=1 (1− tik) ≤
qv ≤ q. So we have
P(c(v) = j|C1) =
∏m
i=1 (1− tij)∑
k∈L(v)
∏m
i=1 (1− tik)
≥ q−1(1− 1/β)∆.
For j ∈ L(v), define
xj = PG,L(c(v) = j|C1),
yj = PG,L(c(v) = j|C2),
and the vector of marginals
x = (xj : j ∈ L(v)) ,
y = (yj : j ∈ L(v)) .
We define a suitably chosen error function which we will use to establish decay of
correlations and prove Theorem 3. This error function E(x,y) is defined as
E(x,y) = max
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
− min
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
.
By (10) of Lemma 3 we have xj , yj > 0 for j ∈ L(v). So the above expression is well-defined.
Let j1 ∈ L(v) (j2 ∈ L(v)) achieve the maximum (minimum) in the above expression. Recall
that for given j1, j2, we denote by Li,j1,j2 the list associated with graph Gv which is obtained
from L by removing the color j1 from the lists L(vk) for k < i and removing the color j2
from the lists L(vk) for k > i. Define for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and j ∈ Li,j1,j2(vi) the marginals
xij = PGv ,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j|C1),
yij = PGv ,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j|C2).
and the corresponding vector of marginals
xi = (xij : j ∈ Li,j1,j2(vi)) ,
yi = (yij : j ∈ Li,j1,j2(vi)) .
First we prove the following useful fact regarding the terms appearing in the definition
of the error function.
Lemma 4. With xj and yj defined as before, we have
max
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
≥ 0,
min
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
≤ 0
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Proof. We have
∑
j∈L(v)(xj − yj) =
∑
j∈L(v) xj −
∑
j∈L(v) yj = 0. This gives
qv max
j∈L(v)
(xj − yj) ≥
∑
j∈L(v)
xj − yj = 0
which implies max
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
≥ 0.
Similarly,
qv min
j∈L(v)
(xj − yj) ≤
∑
j∈L(v)
xj − yj = 0
which implies min
j∈L(v)
log
(
xj
yj
)
≤ 0.
We are now ready to prove the following key result which shows that the distance
between the marginals induced by the two different boundary conditions measured with
respect to the metric defined by the error function E(x,y) contracts. Let ǫ ∈ (0, 1) be such
that
(1− ǫ) =
1
(1− 1/β)αe−
1
α
(1+1/β)
.
Assumption 1 guarantees that such an ǫ exists.
Lemma 5. Let mi = ∆Gv(vi). Then
1
m
E(x,y) ≤ (1− ǫ) max
i:mi>0
1
mi
E(xi,yi). (13)
The expression on the right hand side of (13) is interpreted to be 0 if mi = 0 for all i.
Proof. If j1 = j2, then E(x,y) = 0. Otherwise,
E(x,y) = log
(
xj1
yj1
)
− log
(
xj2
yj2
)
= log
(
xj1
xj2
)
− log
(
yj1
yj2
)
.
Introduce the following variables:
zij = log (xij)
wij = log (yij)
Using the recursion in Lemma 1 we have
E(x,y) = log
(
m∏
i=1
1− ezij1
1− ezij2
)
− log
(
m∏
i=1
1− ewij1
1− ewij2
)
=
[
m∑
i=1
log (1− ezij1 )− log (1− ewij1 )
]
−
[
m∑
i=1
log (1− ezij2 )− log (1− ewij2 )
]
.
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For j = j1, j2 let
zj =
m∑
i=1
log (1− ezij )
wj =
m∑
i=1
log (1− ewij ) .
Then we can rewrite E(x,y) as
E(x,y) = (zj1 − wj1)− (zj2 − wj2). (14)
Define the continuous function f : [0, 1]→ R as
f(t) =
m∑
i=1
log(1− ezij )−
m∑
i=1
log(1− ezij+t(wij−zij)).
Then we have f(0) = 0 and f(1) = zj −wj. Applying the mean value theorem, there exists
t ∈ (0, 1) such that
zj − wj = f(1)− f(0) = f
′(t).
Computing the expression for f(t), we get
zj − wj =
m∑
i=1
ezij+t(wij−zij)
1− ezij+t(wij−zij)
(wij − zij).
Observe that if j /∈ Li,j1,j2(vi), then PGv,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j|C1) = PGv ,Li,j1,j2 (c(vi) = j|C2) =
0. Hence for j /∈ Li,j1,j2(vi), we have wij = zij . Also if mi = 0 then v is an isolated vertex
in Gv and in this case we also have wij = zij . Using this fact, we have
zj − wj =
∑
i:mi>0
1{j∈Li,j1,j2 (vi)}
(
ezij+t(wij−zij)
1− ezij+t(wij−zij)
)
(wij − zij).
From convexity of ex and Lemma 3 we have
0 < ezij+t(wij−zij) ≤ tewij + (1− t)ezij ≤
(
miαe
− 1
α
(1+1/β)
)−1
.
Similarly, again using Lemma 3 we have
0 <
1
1− ezij+t(wij−zij)
≤
1
1− 1/β
.
Combining we have for j = j1, j2,
0 <
ezij+t(wij−zij)
1− ezij+t(wij−zij)
≤
1
(1− 1/β)
(
miαe
− 1
α
(1+1/β)
) = 1− ǫ
mi
.
From Lemma 4 we have maxk∈Li,j1,j2 (vi){wik − zik} ≥ 0 and mink∈Li,j1,j2 (vi){wik − zik} ≤ 0.
Using this
zj1 − wj1 ≤
∑
i:mi>0
1− ǫ
mi
max
k∈Li,j1,j2 (vi)
{wik − zik},
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and
zj2 − wj2 ≥
∑
i:mi>0
1− ǫ
mi
min
k∈Li,j1,j2 (vi)
{wik − zik}.
By using the above bounds in (14) we get
E(x,y) ≤
∑
i:mi>0
(
1− ǫ
mi
)[
max
k∈Li,j1,j2 (vi)
{wik − zik} − min
k∈Li,j1,j2 (vi)
{wik − zik}
]
=
∑
i:mi>0
(
1− ǫ
mi
)
E(xi,yi)
≤ m max
i:mi>0
(
1− ǫ
mi
)
E(xi,yi). (15)
The proof of Lemma 5 is now complete.
We now use Lemma 5 to complete the proof of Theorem 3. Let i∗ achieve the maximum
in (15), that is, i∗ = argmaxi 1miEGv,Li,j1,j2 (xi,yi). Let G
1 = Gv, L
1 = Li,j1,j2 , v
1 = vi∗ and
(x1,y1) = (xi∗ ,yi∗). Lemma 5 says that
1
∆G(v)
E(x,y) ≤ (1− ǫ) 1∆
G1 (v
1)E(x
1,y1). Note that
the graph list pair (G1,L1) satisfies Assumption 1. We can then apply apply Lemma 5 to
v1,G1,L1 to obtain v2,G2,L2 such that 1
∆G(v1)
E(x1,y1) ≤ (1 − ǫ) 1
∆
G2 (v
2)
E(x2,y2). If we
let d = d(v, ∂Ψ), then applying Lemma 5 successively d times we obtain
1
∆G(v)
E(x,y) ≤ (1− ǫ)d
1
∆Gd(vd)
E(xd,yd) ≤ 2 log
(
q
(1− 1/β)∆
)
(1− ǫ)d,
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 3. This gives for any j ∈ L(v),
log
(
xj
yj
)
≤ max
j
log
(
xj
yj
)
≤ E(x,y) ≤ 2∆(log q −∆ log(1− 1/β))(1 − ǫ)d
Let F = 2∆(log q−∆ log(1−1/β)). The quantity F depends only on the quantities defined
in Assumption 1 and does not depend on the vertex v. Let d0 be large enough such that
exp(F (1− ǫ)d0) ≤ 1 + 2F (1− ǫ)d0 . Then for d ≥ d0, we have
P(c(v) = j|C1)
P(c(v) = j|C2)
≤ 1 + 2Fe−γd.
where γ = − log(1− ǫ). For d ≤ d0
P(c(v) = j|C1)
P(c(v) = j|C2)
≤ 1 + eF+γd0e−γd.
Taking B = max{eF+γd0 , 2F} we get
P(c(v) = j|C1)
P(c(v) = j|C2)
≤ 1 +Be−γd.
The lower bound on the ratio of probabilities is obtained in a similar fashion. This completes
the proof of Theorem 3.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, we proved that the strong spatial mixing for the list coloring problem holds
for a general triangle free graph when for each vertex of the graph the size of its list is at
least α∆(v) + β and α > α∗ ≈ 1.763. This extends the previous results for strong spatial
mixing of colorings for regular trees [GS11] and for amenable triangle free graphs [GMP05].
An interesting next venture would be to use this long range independence property to
produce efficient approximation algorithms for counting colorings similar to [GK12]. The
main obstruction that we face here is that in order to prove contraction of the recursion
for α∗ ≈ 1.763, we need to use bounds on the probabilities mentioned in Lemma 3. This
restricts our result to correlation decay with respect to distance in the graph theoretic sense
instead of correlation decay in the computation tree, which was key to producing FPTAS
in [GK12].
It would also be interesting to establish this result for smaller α. It is conjectured that
α = 1 and β = 2 suffices but at the moment we are quite far from this result.
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